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Professional Windows PowerShell Programming: Snapins, Cmdlets, Hosts and ProvidersWrox Press, 2008
Welcome to Professional Windows PowerShell Programming.

Way back in 2003, I attended a talk at a conference center at Microsoft by some engineers from the Microsoft Management Console team who were giving a demonstration of a prototype enhancement to MMC. The prototype was one of the early murmurs of Microsoft’s response to the...
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Professional WPF Programming: .NET Development with the Windows Presentation FoundationWrox Press, 2007

	Professional WPF Programming


	If you want to learn how to build killer user interfaces for Windows and the web, then this book is for you. It arms you with the tools and code you'll need to effectively utilize the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). From creating appealing graphics and animated structures to enhancing...
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Professional .NET Framework 2.0 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
As the .NET Framework and Common Language Runtime (CLR) continue to mature in terms of platform adoption, robustness, reliability, and feature richness, developers have an increasing need to understand the foundation on top of which all managed code runs. This book looks at the underlying platform commonalities that all developers can use,...
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Threads Primer: A Guide to Multithreaded ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 1995
Providing an overview of the Solaris and POSIX multithreading architectures, this book explains threads at a level that is completely accessible to programmers and system architects with no previous knowledge of threads.   Covers the business and technical benefits of threaded programs, along with discussions of third party software that is...
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Excel 2007 VBA Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Get ready to take your Excel applications to the next level by harnessing the power of the VBA language. This comprehensive resource will help you gain more control over your spreadsheets by using VBA while also showing you how to develop more dynamic Excel applications for other users. From introductory concepts to advanced developer topics, it...
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Component Development for the Java? PlatformAddison Wesley, 2001

	If you're serious about writing components in Java, this book focuses on the component services you need to master. DevelopMentor Chief Scientist Stuart Halloway presents unprecedented, in-depth coverage of writing, deploying, and maintaining Java components. Halloway begins by showing how to use, control, and troubleshoot components. He...
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UNIX Application Migration Guide (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2003
This book contains guidelines and best practices for porting existing UNIX applications to Microsoft Windows, and covers planning and implementation issues and reviews the different ways in which such a migration can be done.

This guide is designed to give you the best information available about the issues that you are likely to face if...
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Developing International Software, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
 I completed work on the first edition of Developing International Software in December of 1994. Eight years later, I still receive scattered e-mail with questions about running or developing world-ready software, which I usually forward to the very capable World-Ready Guides (WRG) team (who are also responsible for the Dr....
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Programming Microsoft   Windows  CE, Second Edition (Pro-Developer )Microsoft Press, 2001
I've been working with Windows CE for almost as long as it's been in existence. A Windows programmer for many years, I'm amazed by the number of different, typically quite small, systems to which I can apply my Windows programming experience. These Windows CE systems run the gamut from PC-like mini-laptops to embedded devices buried deep in some...
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Tricks of the Windows Game Programming GurusSams Publishing, 1999
In this book you’re going to learn about 100 teraquads of information! I’m going to
fill your neural net so full of information that you might have synaptic leakage!
Seriously, though, this volume covers all the elements necessary to create a Windows
9X/NT-based game for the PC:

• Win32 programming...
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Automating Windows With PerlPublishers Group West, 1999
Perl is the perfect language for achieving Automation in Windows because it combines a painless Visual Basic style of coding with Perl's strength as a scripting language for process communications. The new multitasking and networking approaches with 32-bit Windows require a radical departure from previous programming techniques. This book,...
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Microsoft Visual Basic .NET Programmer's CookbookMicrosoft Press, 2003
Filled with the ingredients developers need--code samples, instructions, and solutions to common problems--this book is the logical place for developers to start building projects and learning more about Visual Basic .NET.




Next time you hit the wall with a tough Visual Basic .NET problem, get the code behind the...
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